
Moon Studio would like to welcome you with “August Mood”, an online tournament
featuring 8 teams across Asia competing for a total prize pool of $15,000 USD

Event: August Mood

Ticket ID number: 14448

Format:
- 8 teams playing a single round-robin Group Stage with BO2 matches
- Groupstage points system: 1 map win = 1 point
- Top 4 teams advance to the Upper Bracket of the Playoffs
- 5th-6th teams advance to the Lower Bracket of the Playoffs
- Remaining teams are eliminated
- 1st team according to the group stage’s result can choose its opponent

(3rd/4th place)
- The playoff is double-elimination BO3 with the Grand Final BO5

Logo:



Important Rules

The rules as provided below should be followed by all players of the DOTA2 Tournament
organized by Moon Studio.
We encourage sportsmanship and fairness, allowing the admins of the tournaments to have
the final say.
We urge all players to read through the rules before the start of our tournament.

1. Format
According to the format of each Tournament. It would be provided before the Tournament
commences or during the invitation to the tournament.
- Matches will start on time, however, Moon Studio will take into consideration whether
teams are ready to start the next match.

2. Team Lineup
- Team roster with 5 players should be presented to the Moon Studio (Korkoka or Moon)
prior to the start of the tournament. Each team is allowed to use 3 substitute players
throughout the entire tournament but only 2 standin per series is allowed.
- If a team does not inform Moon Studio of their official roster, the first roster representing the
team during the first match of the tournament will be considered as their official roster.
- Teams should inform substitute players prior 2 hours to their match. Emergency
Circumstances would be taken into consideration (Medical and electrical reasons only).
- Substitute players cannot be included into the roster of any other team, represented in the
same tournament. If there should be a standin happening, he should play for the rest of the
entire series.
-Smurfs accounts are not encouraged, however, should a smurf account be used, it has to
be registered and only 1 smurf account per player is allowed.
For Standins- no SMURF accounts allowed.

3. Broadcasting
- All broadcasting rights belong to Moon Studios, which include Match replays, VODs,
Recordings, Highlights, Match replays, Demos, Casting Features, and Advertisements
featured during the cast.
- Moon Studio reserves the right to deny these rights to 3rd parties.
- Lobby rights casting, should have delay of 5 mins,
- DOTATV will be fixed at 15mins delay from lobby admin.
- Teams involved in the tournaments are by default, accept the broadcasting of their matches
in any form, by Moon Studio.

Community Broadcasters:
- Strictly no brand advertising of other sponsors / Brand.
- To strictly cast from DotaTV, with 0 delay from DotaTV.

4. Match Rules / Game Settings
- All match lobbies are created by the match admin, usually 10 minutes before a scheduled
match starts.



Lobby details and game settings are as follows
DotaTV delay — 15 min
Captains mode
Server: Luxembourg / Singapore / GuangDong / Shanghai
** If both teams agree to use any other server, the admin can change the server location.
If one of the teams refuses to switch to the different server, Default server will be used.

- All involved players must be in the lobby 5 minutes before the start to decide sides/first
pick.

Time X - Time to start..
Time X minus 5 minutes - teams should be in the lobby.
If teams not in lobby:

(penalty starts count when full squad of opponent is present)
Time X + up to 10 minutes - penalty lvl 1
Time X + up to 15 minutes - penalty lvl 2
Time X + up to 25 minutes - def lose on map 1 (an opposite team can request for it or by
admin decision)
Time X + up to 35 minutes - def lose in bo3 (an opposite team can request for it or by admin
decision)



5. Pausing during the match
- Each team has a 10 min pause time limit per map. If there should be any player having
technical difficulties and is unable to continue the game after the pause time, the team may
resume the game without that player.

Special Situations:
1- IF the game disconnects before the alarm of 0:0, or if player is not able to connect to

game after the pause time before 0:0, . (Remake is allowed by the admins) But with the
same heros.

2- IF game is intact and 1 or 2 players disconnects suddenly from one team and is unable
to connect back to the game, after an alarm of 0:0, remake is not allowed, to continue as 4
vs 5, or 4 v 4 or 3 v 5 etc.

3- IF game is intact and 1 or 2 players from each team disconnects, and is unable to
connect back to the game, the game can be/ or will be remade with same heroes, same
lanes.

4- If the game has situation description 3, x2 times, both teams will reschedule their match
at a later date.
Moon Studio will try to have at least 2 admins or casters per game, to protect and preserve
the game, so if the game coordinator has any problems and no admins/casters  able to log
back into the game, IF this should happen unexpectedly, Both teams will have a rematch,
with the same heros chosen by the team in the disconnected match.

6. Admins are not responsible for any technical issues, experienced by the players in the
game client.

7. All players and teams should set official player and team names in the game client and
use them at the tournament.

8. Choosing Side or Pick is made by coin toss.
1st map - Coin toss winner chooses pick or side / opponent chooses from the remaining
options.
2nd map - This takes place after 1st map ends. Non-winner of coin toss will choose from 4
options, rad/dire, fp or 2ndpick and opponent chooses from the remaining options.
3rd map - This takes place after 2nd map ends. Coin will be toss again.

9. Players are not allowed to use any side programs affecting game process or game files.
Using scripts (aliases, macros) or cheats that make it possible to use multiple skills/items
simultaneously is strictly prohibited.

10. Mannerism is important in this tournament. Insulting opponents or admins in Discord or
any other Voice Communication program lobby or in-game, provocations of any kind —
entail a forfeit defeat.



11. If there is a tie.
Tie Breaking rules for bo2 rounds

2 : 0 = win = 2 points      1: 1 = tie = 1 point
then, if tie,
1) Teams in Ties,  Team who won more 2: 0 matches will get advantage.
2)  if the number of matches won are the same, head to head comparison,
3) if point 1 and 2, are still tie, bo1 will be played to determine the team with advantage.

for bo3 rounds
1) Series  won / rounds lost to compare.... if its the same,
2) > Team with higher number of series won 2:0 will be given an advantage
3) if the teams have same number of 2:0 won, head to head comparison will be

made.

12. Scheduling,
Once a schedule is Locked. it shall not be rescheduled. Below is the rescheduling
allowance.
-More than 24hours before the Locked Time. 2 times rescheduling is allowed for each team.
And its to be rescheduled if the opponent agrees and to the comfort time of the opponent as
well.
-24 hours before the Locked Time, No more rescheduling is allowed.

13. Prize winners have to give payment info within 3 months from the winning date for
sponsors to distribute the prize. If this is not done, Prize money will be forfeited.

14. Each team takes note that prizes given out are to be only to 1 bank account/money
related account.

15. If Teams decide to take tech loss and it involves Prize money category, they are not
eligible for any prize money.

IMPORTANT RULE:
Moon Studio Stand zero tolerance for teams/players who participate or collaborate in Match
Fixing. Should a team/player/manager be caught in this action, A ban and matches involved
would be sent to Valve with a report, and evidence from sponsors or betting companies.
Managers / Players are not allowed to be involved in money betting or in game item betting
for our tournament.


